TOUR CODE : CX 8CDC

Day 01
Kuala Lumpur ~ Chengdu
(-)
Hotel: Sailun jidi Hotel / SML
Assemble at Kuala Lumpur International Airport for your flight to the Chengdu. Upon arrival, proceed to hotel.
Day 02
Chengdu ~ Mount Siguniang
(B / L / D)
Hotel: Mount Siguniang style hotel /SML
Shuangqiao Ditch(included eco-car) : like this kind of tall and steep hill is everywhere. There are the guanzhuang mountains
and the nearby fishing DAMS. The rhinoceros is looking at the double bridge. However, the two sides of the ditch are
mountains, but the mountains are different, the gutter is full of scenes, and the landscape is different, so it is true that "it is
seen as the peak on the side of the ridge, and the distance is different and different". Build a ditch at an altitude of 400
meters, with both low mountain with common piece birch forest, BaiYangLin, green maple's woods, also has high with spruce,
fir, and redwood and piece of sea buckthorn, shrubs, and larch.
Day 03
Mount Siguniang~ Danba ~Xindu Bridge
(B/L /D) Hotel: Xindu bridge impression elegant hotel /SML
Jiaju : Tibetan is the meaning of a hundred families. Tibetan village climbing upward from the layers of daikin river valley, has
been extended to the cape peaks feet, the stronghold in the & cold rolling to the mountain, the relative elevation difference
nearly kilometres on the hillside, each Tibetan building on in green bosky, organized by Chinese national geography magazine
in 2005 the beauty of Chinese activity, represented by jiaju Tibetan village "Dan ba Tibetan village "was named "China's most
beautiful six rural town". View the eight -beautiful stone forest, the far view of the fugue tower.
Day 04
Xindu Bridge ~ Daocheng
(B / L / D)
Hotel: DaoCheng sunshine hotel /SML
Youth Cole Temple : long youth cole temple, also known as litany, long youth cole for Tibetan transliteration, "evergreen"
means maitreya (i.e., the future Buddha) dharma wheel "spring cole" meaning, "cole long youth" means happy Buddha
dharma (marked the dharma wheel often turn, clever attentively forever). It is the oldest and largest Tibetan Buddhism
temple in the area, known as the "Buddhist holy land of kangnan". The long youth kell temple and the temple of the temple,
the temple of the temple are called "the three temples of the outside Tibet. View the haizi mountain, scissors mountain,
ancient glacier ruins.
Day 05
Daocheng Yading
(B / L / D)
Hotel : Yading Xiang-cloud hotel /SML
Daocheng Yading : the main body parts are three completely separated, but not far away, the snow peak arranged (included
eco car+ buggy):
the "product" glyph, is called the three sacred mountains, the last pure land on the blue planet.
Overlooking the three snowy peaks, the northern peak xiannai day, means the guanyin bodhisattva, the charity of peace,
warmth and peace, the first peak of rice; Nan feng Yang yong, meaning the manjusri bodhisattva, demure and quiet, ice and
pure jade; The eastern peak, suno doggi, means kingkong's bodhisattva, handsome and strong and energetic. Snow peak is
surrounded by a cluster of peaks, a small total of 30, in a thousand shapes, very beautiful and magnificent, and included the
three sacred mountains. Loong farm, Chonggu temple, pearl sea.
Day 06
Yanding ~ Daocheng ~ Kangding (B / L / D)
Hotel : Kangding kangba hotel / SML
Gongga Langjialing Temple : gonggaojialing temple is the largest yellow temple in gonggai county, litang changqing koji
temple. The name is the name of the sacred mountain. The architectural grandeur of the gonggaojialing temple, the murals
are exquisite, and the temple contains a bronze statue of maitreya from the fifth dalai lama, which is a precious cultural relic
and included iminqak.
Day 07
Kangding ~ Lu Dingqiao ~ Chengdu (B / L / D)
Hotel: Chengdu sailun jidi / SML
Shangli Town : Sichuan historical and cultural name town, has the provincial cultural relic protection unit 2, the municipal
level 6. In 1982, it was named "historic and cultural town" by Sichuan province. This is the crossing of the long march north of
the red army and the former silk road of the south. The main post of the town of ya 'an, the small town of yishan, bucolic hill,
the hut is the hut, still retains many of the Ming and qing scenery of the building of the tower.
Day 08
Chengdu ~ Kuala Lumpur
(B / - / - )
Width Alley : After nearly 300 years of vicissitudes years trace to old chengdu is still visible. Modern gives the old alley new
zeitgeist, but life spirit contained in the old alley of old Chengdu , is still the source of Chengdu today gave the restless spirit of
leisure life.

** The Itinerary Are Subject To The Final Discretion Of The Local Land Operator / Tour Fare exclude Optional Tour **
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